
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The promotion is only active in jackpot funded Texas Hold’em games. 
2. This promotion will be active from 10:00am-9:00pm on Fridays & Saturday from January 3, 2020 until February 

1, 2020. Each active hour will be considered an individual session during these days. Each session will start 
at the top of the hour and finish when the next hour begins. Sessions are listed below.  

 
10:00am-10:59am  1:00pm-1:59pm  4:00pm-4:59pm  7:00pm-7:59pm 
11:00am-11:59am  2:00pm-2:59pm  5:00pm-5:59pm  8:00pm-8:59pm 
12:00pm-12:59pm  3:00pm-3:59pm  6:00pm-6:59pm   

 
3. The highest-ranking winning qualifying hand each session will win a $200 prize. If there is no qualifying hand 

during a session, the prize will rollover to the following session. There will be no rollover from the final session.  
4. Any player who makes a hand of Aces Full of Deuces or better, playing both cards in their hand, will be 

eligible to win a prize. 
5. At the completion of a session, if a qualifying hand of Four of a Kind or better is the winning hand, a random 

table drawing will be held. Prizes for drawings will be as follows: 
 

Four of a Kind $200 for the individual table/seat selected. $50 for each player at the table selected. 
Straight Flush $300 for the individual table/seat selected. $50 for each player at the table selected. 
Royal Flush $400 for the individual table/seat selected. $50 for each player at the table selected. 

 
6. A hand must begin during a sessions eligible time listed in order to qualify for that sessions prize. 
7. To establish eligibility for a sessions prize, a hand will be considered to have started when the dealer removes 

the deck from the shuffler or begins the hand shuffling procedures.  
8. Discrepancies concerning the time a hand started will be subject to surveillance review. 
9. In the event of a tie, all tied players will evenly split that sessions prize.  
10. Suit will be used to determine the rank of a Straight Flush. Suit rank from lowest to highest is Clubs, 

Diamonds, Hearts, Spades. 
11. Poker games must be raked and have a minimum of 4 (four) players in order to qualify. 
12. At least one Jackpot dollar must be dropped on the hand in question in order to qualify. 
13. The Bravo Random Seat Generator will be used to determine table drawing winners. 
14. Players must be logged into Bravo with their M life card in order to qualify for the random table drawing. 
15. All players must be 21 years of age or older to participate and must be able to provide valid, unexpired 

identification, when a poker supervisor or above is present to verify their qualifying hand. Failure to 
meet these qualifications will disqualify a player from this promotion and that player may be asked to 
leave.  

16. Players must be present at the completion of a session in order to claim a prize. If a player who has made a 
qualifying hand is not present at the completion of that session, the prize will rollover to the next session.  

17. MGM Springfield reserves the right to refuse entry to any individual.  It further reserves the right to disqualify 
any player from any prize based upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotion rules or other misconduct. 

18. MGM Springfield will provide tax forms and will withhold taxes, in compliance to Massachusetts State and 
Federal regulations.  All winners must produce a valid, unexpired photo ID per IRS regulations. 

19. Management reserves the right to eliminate any player from the promotion for disruptive behavior. 
20. By participating in this promotion, players agree to these official rules. 
21. Management reserves the right to cancel, change or alter the promotion. 

 
Must be 21 years or older.  MGM Resorts offers GameSense to encourage responsible play.  Visit gamesensema.com.  For gambling 

problems or concerns, call the 24-hour Problem Gambling Helpline at 1.800.426.1234 
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Hourly High-Hands & Hot Seat Drawings 
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